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IS CHILDHOOD DISAPPEARING?

by
Sally Ann Flecker
·,

Here is a simple and important truth: When you want your teacher to call on you,
there are eight ways to raise your hand. There is the wiggly finger technique. You can
shake your hand like you have dice in it. You can raise your arm high and stretch your
fingers wide as though your digits have just been taken by surprise. You can wave, yoohoo,
from the wrist; fold your fingers slightly toward your hand; unfurl one finger at a time,
thumb last; hold only the index finger up in a flagging-a-taxi style. You can thrust your arm
forward as though you're preparing to take a one-armed dive. (This last move requires eyehand coordination. To be effective, you must stare unflinchingly into the teacher's eyes.)
These movements constitute a language. In order to know a people, you must speak
their language. So put this magazine down and wiggle your fingers in the air. Wave your
wrist. You'll probably find yourself wanting to make little urgent noises. Ooh, ooh. There
you are, back. in your own grade school. And then you'll know for a moment, something
important about what it's like to be growing up in the '90s.
That children grow up too fast these days is a common lament. The happy childhood
that may once have been a child's birthright seems more difficult to accomplish, let alone
guarantee. Some even say that childhood is on the verge of disappearing. They say it with
a defeated, not-a-thing-you-can-do tone of voice.
My best friend, a mother of two, tells me over the phone what she has noticed.
"There aren't pick-up games on the street here," she says. "And corning-of-age things aren't
as important as they used to be--only getting your driver's license and being old enough to
drink legally. You don't have the 'first time' things that you waited to have the opportunity
to do." From here our conversation scurries down memory lane. We remember the first
time we were allowed to wear stockings--a sure sign that we were growing up. We laugh
over how we had to beg for a pair of Easter shoes with 'Cuban' heels, which were all of an
inch and a half high. We talk about what the kids of today are missing. We sigh a lot. We
wish the childhoods of today's children more closely resembled our own. We sigh several
times more. When we hang up we are both feeling pretty helpless and sad.
The next day I visit a fourth-grade classroom at Dickson Intermediate School in
Swissvale, Pennsylvania, on the outskirts of the city of Pittsburgh. Dickson is part of the
Woodland Hills School District, which was formed 10 years ago under a court-ordered
desegregation plan that merged five neighboring districts. I go there thinking that it will
give me a sampling of children from different backgrounds and possibly some insight into
contemporary childhood. I expect to sense the strain of growing up in this last decade of
the twentieth century, to hear the whispering rustle of the disappearance of childhood. I
expect to confront children who know and have seen too much, whose lives are made more
difficult by those markers of an uneasy social environment--drugs, sex, violence, broken
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homes, poverty or excess. I expect to find things that will make me mourn childhood and
take my place among those who feel defeated by the social tide.
I expect the worst.
Instead, I find the eight ways to raise your hand.
I also find that children are incredibly insistent, resourceful, and accommodating. If
the teacher doesn't call on you right away, there are the three ways to keep your hand in
the air, maintaining the fine line between persistence and impatience, to get the attention
you need. You can switch from one arm to the other in 10-second intervals. You can form
a base by cupping the elbow of the raised arm in the hand of the other. Or you can lean
your arm against the side of your head, although this may set a momentum into play that
carries you to the side or forward.
Is childhood disappearing? With their hands waving exuberantly in front of my face,
I can see that children, certainly, are not.
Once upon a time, there was no such thing as childhood. Or so one recent story
goes. It's the story told by the French scholar, Philippe Aries, in a 1962 book called
Centuries of Childhood. Aries' suggestion that childhood is a modern concept quickly caught
the popular imagination. His thesis was at once both startling and obvious, like looking at
a positive/negative illusion.
"Aries argued that childhood in anything like the sense that we know it began to
emerge only in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, that before then people had not
had a very well-defined notion of childhood and, indeed, had been rather scornful of
children," says historian Peter Stearns, a professor at Carnegie Mellon University in
Pittsburgh and co-chair of the Center for Social History, a joint project of Pitt and Carnegie
Mellon faculty and graduate students.
All ideas have a history, and the work of Aries calls attention to the history of the
idea of childhood. In doing so, it separates two things that are easy to perceive as
inextricable rather than merely intertwined--the fact of children from the phenomenon of
childhood.
The problem with talking about childhood is that we tend to forget that it's abstract.
It's not something you can see and touch--not the way you can tickle a real baby to make
her laugh or hold a child's hand to cross the street, although both of those actions have a
lot to do with what we think childhood ought to be like. Nonetheless it's useful to notice
that childhood isn't real the way children are real. Childhood is just an idea civilization had
about a way to organize things.
But Aries' contention that childhood is an idea unique to more modern times has
recently been challenged by medieval historians. "The current formulation is that Aries
overdid it," says Stearns.
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As far as we know, many societies have had a notion of childhood. Let me
give you an example: There's work on early Saxon literature, including
Beowulf, which indicates there were some pretty clear notions that little
people were different from big people, and that in certain respects they
deserved patience and sympathy that you wouldn't bother with if you were
dealing with adults. Aspects of what we think of childhood are relatively new.
But it doesn't mean that moderns invented childhood or that people in the
past didn't have any clear notion of it.
:

Even though the Aries reading of pre-modern childhood may be less buoyant than
at first it seemed, historians are careful not to toss the baby out with the bathwater. In fact,
Aries' proposition is particularly valuable for pointing to childhood as a cultural, more so
than natural, phenomenon. "I think that's widely accepted," says Stearns, "but it's balanced
with the understanding that there are some constant features with childhood and child-adult
relationships which indicate that people are always going to have some notion of childhood
as a different state from adulthood. The ages may vary. The attributes will vary a lot. But
there's some notion.
Before the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, according to Stearns, childhood was
looked at as a time of preparatory work. "You did useful work," says Stearns, "but it was
understood that it wouldn't be full adult-level work. There was apprenticeship, even more
commonly a kind of servanthood that involved informal training. When people thought
about children, they thought, 'Well, they're going to be increasingly useful, and we need
them.'
"Another way to put the same notion is that families before the nineteenth century
in agricultural societies needed to have some children, otherwise they were in real trouble
as work units. If they had too many they were also in trouble, but they needed some."
Changes accompanying the industrial revolution brought about a perception of
childhood that is more familiar. As a middle class took shape, childhood began to be seen
as a period of education. The time spent preparing for the future now had increasingly
more room for discovery, as children spent their time learning subjects (reading and
mathematics) rather than techniques (how to lay bricks or milk a cow). In fact, children
were prompted to think about their futures. "And what do you want to be when you grow
up?" was a question of some currency.
By the late nineteenth century, in what may seem an unflattering societal reflection,
having children became a consumer choice in some ways.

:

"That obviously persists," says Stearns. "You understand that children are going to
cost you money. And you make choices, to some extent, about how many children to have
and when to have them in relation to other consumer items."
Stearns notes that the nature of the emotional interaction between adults and
children has changed since the nineteenth century. ''There's pretty good reason to believe
that we expect to have more emotional rewards with children," he says.
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"We expect more emotional feedback from children than would have been the case
150 years ago when children would have been seen as objects that needed moral correction
and as junior partners in a work effort. Our notion of children as cuddly, lovable, and
giving--and our distress when they stop being that way--is modem.
"This is partly again the function that children have. When you think of children as
a consumption item, you start thinking, 'What's in it for me?"'
Modern reactions to children are as complex and ambiguous as the world we see
around us. Says Stearns, "I don't think we like children as much as people did 100 years
ago, to be blunt about it. For one thing, we don't have as many of them. We don't view
them as being high in family priorities as was the case 50 years ago.
"I'll give you two illustrations of that: One is quite simply the divorce rate. We base
decisions on whether to leave a marriage or not primarily on interactions with the spouse.
We'd like to think it doesn't hurt the children, but we certainly don't stay there because the
children are there. And that is a different configuration from 50 years ago, certainly 100
years ago, when divorce was rare."
Surprisingly, a clearer understanding of child development has contributed to what
Stearns sees as a decrease in the pleasure of raising children. "In the twentieth century we
started to see children as much more complicated," says Steams. He points to the work of
G. Stanley Hall, one of the founders of the idea of adolescence, as well as to that of
Sigmund Freud. "It began to be thought that to have a successful outcome, you had to put
a lot more work into it. It was less automatic."
Social changes has also played a part. With an unprecedented number of mothers
going to work as a financial or personal choice, Steams points to what he calls new decisions
by women: "I don't fault these decisions, but women have obviously decided that having
children was not a sufficient reward in life in the modem context. And they went out to
work. And that made them feel guilty. It made some fathers feel guilty. And when you
feel guilty about an object, it's hard to maintain quite as much enthusiasm for that object.
And besides, arrangements for taking care of children are just plain ascramble for lots of
Americans. I don't mean that they were dead easy before, but they're demonstrably more
difficult, and so the rating goes down."
Is childhood disappearing? I think of Alice in Wonderland's Cheshire Cat who
disappeared bit by bit until all you could see was his grin. But our perception of childhood
may be more like the Cheshire Cat in reverse. What we've been looking at is the grin. The
rest of it is only now, hazily, starting to appear.
8:35 AM. Room 108. Dickson School. Fourth-grade teacher Joe Vugrincic
(Education '68) makes a note on the blackboard: Social Studies Test 9:15. He ducks his
head inside the cloakroom. "C'mon," he says with a gentle voice--the kind a parent might
first use to rouse a sleepy child. "The test is at 9:15. You have to study."
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A blond boy walks out of the cloakroom carrying a thick folder and books. With his
hard-rock hairstyle--butch on top, longish on the bottom--and black Batman T-shirt, he looks
tough for one short moment, a pistol.
He holds up his folder. "I studied a lot," he says to Vugrincic. "I'm ready." His rosy
pink cheeks glow, partially from the early morning chill, even more from his good feelings
about himself. He turns out not to be a budding James Dean. This is a child who is full
of himself, full of geography and history and intelligence, full of generosity and cheer. This
is the Blossoming Child.
He walks to his desk in the far corner of the room, takes his chair, and pulls it close
to the desk of his neighbor, Omar, a small boy wearing a button that reads, / have a dream.
"You want to study?" Jason, the Blossoming Child, asks him.
A third boy, John, joins them. He leans over the desk as Jason quizzes them. "Blank
is the language of the Puerto Rican people."
"Spanish," Omar answers. All three giggle in giddy, pretty trills.
"Puerto Rico is an island in the what?"
John and Omar look at each other. "What?" asks Omar. "Oh," he answers himself,
"the Atlantic Ocean."
"West Indies," Jason says, shaking his head with absolute assurance.
"Let me read the questions," says John. "A plantation is a large--"
"FARM," shouts Jason rapid-fire.
"Let him finish before you answer," objects Omar. They continue their study session,
arguing over how many states are in the union and which is the 50th. "I know them," Jason
repeats again and again, an apology of sorts for the quickness and enthusiasm with which
he answers.
Vugrincic is in the front of the room handing out Official Study Sheets to children
who have misplaced theirs. "Okay," he says. "You're too noisy. This can't be a good study
situation."
A fourth boy comes over to Jason, Omar, and John's study huddle. They tell him
straight out that they're studying and that he can't join them .
.!

"I don't want to anyway," he says, planting himself there nonetheless. He touches
Omar's button. "I have a dream," he reads, with a chortle of recognition. Omar smiles and
throws his head back. "I have a dream," he sings out like a preacher.
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One student eavesdrops on the conversations and quizzing going on around her. She
can't quite stay on her chair or keep her shoes on--as though control of her body is
undermined by the invisible, mischievous elves of children's fables. This is the Unmoored
Child. She is not really there. Unlike a child who daydreams, though, she's not anywhere
else either. He desk is smack up against the front of Vugrincic's, but she herself is drifting
out in some vague sea.
Dana, this Unmoored Child, pulls her sleeves over her hands. One shoe is off again.
When she finally settles in, it's not to do work; it's to pass the time. She turns her Official
Study Sheet to the other side where she has already drawn red hearts and scrawled / love
you I love you I love you. To this she now takes her crayon and adds purple balloons, filling
each in with circles until it is time for the test to begin.
When she has her copy of the test, she lines her answer sheet very carefully and
precisely at the edge of her desk. As she writes her name, she brings her head down to the
desk until her nose almost touches the surface. Vugrincic walks by and reminds her to put
her money--two quarters and two dimes--in her pocket so she doesn't forget it when she
switches rooms for reading. She scoops the coins in her hand, reaching to her pocket. Then
she puts the coins back on her desk in a little pile. She squirms in her seat. She fails to
complete even the first side of her test.
Later she will choose a moment in math class to clean out her desk. She will
virtually thrust herself into the desk up to her elbows. Papers fall into a heap on the floor,
but she continues her frenetic burrowing. It's as though she can't find any order that's
comfortable, as if she's learned that constant movement randomly pays off and that a
random payoff is as good as it gets.
This classroom this morning is full of children who are in mid-stride, or mid-sea. To
be in the presence of children is to be in the fullness of their moment--whether that
movement is blooming or failing-to-thrive.
Right-here-right-now are children who are excited or daydreaming or figuring out
how to master a new skateboarding trick. Here are children who are worrying about the
argument that their parents had, about what they are getting for their birthday, about how
the picture gets put into the television set, about why the dinosaurs died.
Right-here-right-now are children with good answers:
"How many letters in the word hippopotamus?"
Oooh, oooh, 12.

Or answers a little off the mark:
''Two yards and three inches equals how many inches?"
Uh--10,563?
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Right-here-right-now are children who are anxious to share what they know with their
teacher--that a marsupial is a mammal with a pouch, that they have a new book about
kangaroos, that their father took them to the zoo, and they saw the hippopotamus. Here
are children who wave their hands wildly even before they know what the question is, for
the recognition, for the pleasure of that moment's connection with the teacher.
-.
'.

Right-here-right-now is Chris who admits to Vugrincic that he got out of bed on the
wrong side this morning. And over there is Joe who sits by himself, separated from the
others for interfering with their work. There's Matt who made an elaborate road out of
what he has at hand--his ruler, three pencil stubs, little red change purse, and pencil case
with its sliding top opened to form a ramp. Along this infrastructure he intently drives his
pencil sharpener.
Is childhood disappearing? I am in the presence of children who, when they are
handed rulers in their math class, know immediately the five ways to use them--only one of
which the teacher had in mind. Right-here-right-now, this question--Js childhood
disappearing?--is beginning to feel like the wrong one.
All adults live some mixture of the past, present, and future. In fact, in this age of
self-help books, it's surprising that no one has capitalized on a formula for the ratio of
backward, forward, and now that takes up our thoughts and makes up our personalities: '1'd
like to find someone who has a past/present/future of 20-40-40." Or, ''I have so much trouble
working with Andy. You know he's a classic 50-30-20!"
For some children, though, the mix might be something like 5-85-10. Unlike most
adults, the youth of our species live remarkably and unswervingly in the present.
I was reminded of this the other day when my seven-year-old niece came to visit.
"Who drew this?" she had asked me, disdain dripping from her voice as she pointed
to a drawing on my refrigerator door.

It was one of my favorites--a drawing of baskets filled with garden vegetables that she
had drawn three years earlier. I told her this. She didn't believe me.
"No way," she said, dismissing the drawing. "That's ugly." She went back to work
trying to draw the angel whom she had seen hovering over the stable in the ancient
Neapolitan Presepio at the museum that afternoon. Her push is here, it's clear, in the seeing
and solving of problems.

Children, unlike adults, see their younger selves only in the vaguest sense--that they
were babies once upon a time--or in the very recent and specific sense of new tasks
accomplished. To announce that you now know how to tie your shoes implies that you are
aware of a time when you couldn't. My niece, the budding young artist, doesn't need yet
to look back and appreciate her earlier work with perspectives, dimensions, and truths that
she's already gotten under her belt. Understanding where she has been is of no use to her
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now. Neither is looking ahead to see what's still to be tackled. She's got to stay here in the
present. She's a child and she's got a job to do.
But our culture has attached a list of shoulds to childhood--that job that she, and all
children, have to do. What's the first thing childhood should be? In this latter part of the
twentieth century, the answer has been--happy.
This idea, however, comes from adults looking onto, and back at, childhood. Happy
is not on the list that kids have. For them it's beside the point. The goals of children are
smaller and much more immediate--figuring out how to whistle, for instance, or recognizing
when the letter G makes a hard sound instead of a soft sound, or understanding what it
means when someone dies. The mastery of these little knowledges might make them happy
or comforted, but mastery itself, not its attendant pleasure is the driving force here. The
myth of the happy childhood is a compelling one for adults. But it distracts from the more
useful question: What is childhood?
Professor of social work Ed Sites provides a down-to-earth definition. "Childhood
is what children have to accomplish," he says simply. "Children have certain developmental
tasks which they need to accomplish at each age, and they naturally work on them."
He adds, "You can't take childhood away from children."
For the fourth-graders at Dickson School, Sites points out, childhood is learning how
to get along with their peers. It is also about formal learning, becoming less dependent on
your parents, and developing coordination.
"They're learning to work, learning to complete tasks at their particular level, and
beginning to get the sense that they're valuable and have a contribution to make," Sites says.
"They also begin to realize that they can influence the adults in their lives. They experiment
with telling the truth and not telling the truth. They experiment with not doing things that
they're expected to do. 'What will happen? Will anybody notice?'
"They begin to see themselves as an actor rather than acted upon. They can
influence teachers. They can play tricks on their classmates. They can get their classmates
in trouble. They can get their classmates out of trouble. An awareness of themselves as a
distinct person--that's what's beginning to emerge here."
Nancy Curry, professor of child development and child care, points out that the play
of nine- and 10-year-olds is revealing.

I

"It certainly has a big social component," she says. "Six- and seven-year-olds are awful
poor sports. They really hate to lose. They'll look and they'll cheat. But the older kids will
insist that you stick to the rules and play right. There's socialization. You learn to play the
game of life through the games that you play.
For fourth-graders, many games involve jockeying for position. "Who's it? Who's the
chaser and who's the chasee?" Curry says. "You can be in one position one minute and
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another position the next. They like rituals and rules. They like to be in the know so that
they're one up on other people. Riddles and rhymes, for instance. Jokes are always in
question format. And they always have an answer that nobody can answer except you."

~.

School-age children are as likely to engage in fantasy play as younger ones. "We had
a group of school-age children for a number of years in the center where I worked, and we
were intrigued by their fantasy play," recalls Curry. "It was full of blood-and-guts kind of
stuff. Dracula, death and resurrection, poisonings, people turning out to be something other
than what they look like they are.
"Certainly it's a neat way to sublimate aggression. Dracula can attack and suck
blood, but he can also be defended against with the garlic and the cross. The school-age
child learns the magic formulas to ward off danger. 'Well, if I can only get a clove of garlic
and make a cross, then I won't be in danger."'
The ability of children to distinguish between magic and reality is a focus of the work
of professor of child development and child care Carl Johnson. "If you talk to children,
what you find out is that they're little theorists," he says. "Most lively, active children are
engaged in philosophizing and theologizing. Sometimes these aren't very well-developed
theories. And they change readily. They're very tentative, but they're trying to make sense
of their world in a very dramatic way.
"If you want to get a rich view of Santa Claus, for instance, talk to a six- or sevenyear-old," he continues. "They've had to develop a whole complicated view of how it is that
Santa Claus can do all these thing: How is it that there can be magic. Who has magic and
who doesn't."
Johnson mentions his eight-year-old daughter. "She a scientist," he says. "She doesn't
for a moment believe anything about magic. She doesn't believe in God. 'How did the
world begin?' you ask her. 'It was the Big Bang. There's nobody in the sky who could make
that.' But she believes in Santa.
"'How come you don't believe in God, but you believe in Santa Claus?' Just as fast
as anything she'll say, 'Well, Santa Claus brings you presents.' So she's an empiricist.
There's empirical evidence. This happens every year. Then she read a book about how
Santa Claus has to go the speed of light to get to all these houses. She has a whole vision
of how this can be possible."

~·

Johnson says that children develop the philosophical stance of 'half-belief as a way
of accounting for the contradictions of magic and reality. "Are ghosts real? My daughter
says, 'I quarter-believe in ghosts.' Why? Because she hears these stories, and it's enough
to scare you to death, and they might be true. Children in middle childhood are really
struggling, on the one hand, with becoming very realistic. And yet, on the other side, is the
half-belief in all sorts of incredible things."
What is childhood? Here is what Carl Johnson thinks children would say:
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"It's anything but romantic," he says. "It's tough. It's hard. There's conflict. Their
brother is driving them crazy. They can't stand this new teacher they have, and they have
to go there every day for a year. They can't make choices. They have to go to church on
Sunday. Their lives are not their own.
"There are all these constraints, all these things they hate--the food that their father
cooks for them every night, and they can't do anything about it. All they can do is eat
peanut butter if they don't like it. They're supposed to be polite at the table. They have
to do their chores. This is their reality. It's anything but beautiful and lovely. I asked my
five-year-old son, 'What age would you like to be.' He said, 'I'd like to retire."'
Is childhood disappearing? Ultimately, we can't know the answer to this question.
Children are the only ones who can experience childhood. But it is the adults who have the
perspective of distance to understand and articulate it. And the same perspective that
allows for insight brings with it distortion. Thus we want passionately for the children with
whom we share our world to have happy childhoods. And we despair that this is something
than can, or will, no longer be.
This question--Js childhood disappearing?--is a dangerous one. It frames the problem
in terms so large and abstract that we become enervated by the very asking. Children,
certainly, are not disappearing. But genuine societal problems do exist that affect their
lives--problems that also seem too big to fix. How do you make a dent in the divorce rate,
homelessness, poverty, drug abuse?
Maybe the answer lies in taking a cue from children. My niece doesn't worry about
whether or not she can be an artist. She's too interested in and absorbed by figuring out
how to make the angel look like it's hovering over the stable. When she solves that problem
of perspective, she'll identify another one. And so her work presses on.

"If there's one key thing for a kid," says Carl Johnson, paraphrasing Urie
Bronfenbrenner of Cornell University, "it's to have at least one adult who thinks they're just
the best, the most wonderful thing in the world."
Okay, any of you adults who can do that for a child, raise your hand. Any of the
eight ways will do.

***
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CALL FOR PAPERS
THIRTEENTH ANNUAL ETHNOGRAPHY FORUM CONFERENCE

The Thirteenth Ethnography in Education Research Forum will be held from
February 21-23, 1992, co-sponsored by the Graduate School of Education and the Center
for Urban Ethnography at the University of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia. The Forum wants
to continue the dialogue surrounding the critical theory and ethnography, to provide a place
where teachers and students can share their work with others and to continue the Teacher
Researcher sessions, featuring panels and speakers whose primary concern and interest are
classroom research and reflection on their practice.
The Forum invites panels on multicultural studies and analyses, and on Latino and
African-American issues in education. Studies of adult literacy and alternative approaches
to assessment are of special interest as well.
The call for papers continues:
We invite the submission of proposals for individual papers, working sessions and
symposia. Please note that the deadline for receipt of submissions is Friday, October 18, 1991.
A problem last year was the large number of late submissions. Please help us by taking the
deadline seriously; we cannot guarantee that late proposals will be included in the selection
process. We offer the following guidelines for submission of the various types of papers.
Traditional Paper Sessions -- the papers presented in these sessions can be submitted
individually or as a part of a symposium and should be fairly polished and presumably
publishable. For symposium proposals, we recommend three papers per session, absolutely
no more than four. Each paper should be 20 minutes in length and no longer. For
individual paper proposals, care will be taken in seeing that these are organized into
coherent sessions with ample time provided (3 papers will be grouped into one session;
again, papers should be 20 minutes in length). These papers will be selected through blind
review by a panel of evaluators.
Working Paper Sessions -- the papers presented in these sessions can be works in
progress and can be submitted individually or as part of a symposium. The length of your
individual paper of symposium is the same here as it is for the 'Traditional Paper Sessions.'
The sessions will be practical sessions for problem-solving and skill-building in a particular
area(s), for example, text analysis, criteria for ethnographic observation, role of researcher,
video ethnography, etc. There will be sessions focusing on key issues in writing
ethnographies. Senior ethnographers have been invited to help work through problems and
concerns and to suggest directions for research. Presenters, here, for the most part, will
have begun analyzing the data, drawn some conclusions, and started the writing-up of the
study.
Data Analysis Workshop -- these sessions are intended for researchers who would
like other ethnographers and participants to respond to issues of data analysis in their works
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in progress. Over the past several years, these Workshops have proven to be an excellent
forum for discussion of videotape data. Presenters are given a short time (generally, five
to ten minutes) to describe the nature of their research and to set a context for analyzing
the data they will share with others attending the session. This is followed by a general
discussion in which all in attendance are given an opportunity to provide insights and
analyses related to the data being presented. The data can be in the form of video or audio
tapes, field notes, archival materials, transcripts, etc. These sessions are not meant to be
used for the presentation of finished work {Traditional Paper Sessions or almost completed
work [Working Paper Sessions], but rather for obtaining feedback on work in progress,
particularly in data collection and analysis. The guidelines for a presentor are as follows:
1) Each presenter should bring a sample of data from ongoing research for which
he/she would like to obtain feedback. The data can be in the form of video or audio tapes,
fieldnotes, archival materials, transcripts, etc.
2) The presentations last 30 minutes each. During the first 10 minutes or so, the
researcher is expected to describe the research project and to set the context for the analysis
of the data he/she has brought. During the remaining 20 minutes, all in attendance are
expected to work with the data and to provide comments and suggestions regarding how it
can be analyzed and/ or interpreted.
3) The role of the 'discussant' in these sessions is primarily to be one of discussion
leader, rather than to provide critical commentary on the materials being presented.
4) Finished papers presenting the results of research already completed are not
appropriate for these sessions and should be submitted to 'Traditional Paper Sessions.'
Rather, it is expected that researchers will share the very beginning stages of their work in
order to obtain helpful suggestions regarding its analysis and interpretation.
5) When submitting a proposal, provide a short description of the project, the kind
of data you will bring with you, what you would like the discussion leader to focus on
specifically, some questions you would like to have addressed, and a short list of references.
We would expect the length of your proposal to be 1 page.
For 'Traditional Paper Sessions' or 'Working Paper Sessions' please submit a 2-3 page
summary proposal for a symposium or a 1 1/2 page proposal for your individual paper. Be
sure to put a title at the top of your proposal and identify th.e proposal type (Working or
Traditional Paper) being submitted. A symposium proposal should identify the overall
topic, discuss the significance briefly, and review the content of the papers ( or other sorts
of presentations) that will be presented. Include author's name, address, and affiliation on
a separate sheet. Conclude your symposium proposal or paper proposal by stating a few key
questions, concerns, and problem areas. Please include a final reference list, presenting full
bibliographic references to the literature cited in your text.
Also, submit a formal abstract of your paper or symposium proposal (150 to 300
words in length). We will provide an abstract booklet for the 13th Forum and your abstract
will become a part of this booklet if your proposal is accepted. If you do not submit a
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formal abstract of your paper/symposium, then you will not be represented in the 1992
booklet.

r:

The panel sessions will be set up within these guidelines. Three individual paper
presenters will be grouped for each normal sized session; a session will be allocated 90
minutes. Each presenter will have 20 minutes to present his/her paper, immediately
followed by a 10 minute question/answer period, organized by the discussant. Please keep
this in mind when submitting a paper proposal. For symposia proposals, your session should
have no more than three presenters and your session will be allocated a total of ninety
minutes. If you intend to have more than three presenters, than you must build a 15 minute
break into your program. This will allow participants attending your session the flexibility
to move to other sessions of the conference. You may want to decide on a discussant for
your session as well. Remember that we encourage informal presentations and dialogue
among participants in our sessions.
Finally, specify if you will need audio-visual equipment. We will need to know at the
time you submit your proposal, so we can rent this equipment ahead of time.
The
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

following pieces must be included when sending your proposal:
cover letter - with your home and institutional addresses and phone numbers;
formal abstract - with proposal title, your name, affiliation, title;
proposal - 2 copies - with title and type of paper session on top, do not include
your name;
list of references (2 copies); and
audio /visual requests.

Please submit each item on a separate page.

Here are some guidelines about ethnography for you to consider in preparing your
submissions. We consider good ethnography that which incorporates the specific and
general within the analysis. That is, a presentation should report concrete details of the
immediate experience of particular persons so as to illuminate abstract themes and
theoretical issues. We are especially concerned with how social scientific theory concerning
culture and social structure is connected with the local immediacy of practice. Readers of
the abstract will evaluate proposals on the following:
1) Is the proposal clear, concise, and focused?
2) Are the issues directly related to ethnography in education, or a related field of
practice in the human services?
3) Is the work good ethnography--is appropriate evidence collected and analyzed
adequately?
With this in mind, we have the following criteria to suggest with regard to
presentations:
1) Interpretive Perspectives -- we are interested in qualitative research that utilizes
interpetative strategies as the primary approach to participant observational research. We
look for immediate and local meaning of actions to the actors involved in them.
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2) Emphasis on Description -- we are concerned with the depth and specificity in
description, using ethnography descriptively, not evaluatively.
3) Analysis -- we look especially for originality and for adequacy of evidence. Also,
when analytic categories are used, we are concerned that they be arrived at inductively
rather than deductively.

4) Method -- ethnographic research should be multi-layered, combining evidence
from a variety of data sources. That is, it needs to include more than one of the following:
participant-observation, field notes, video or audio tapes, interviews, site documents setting
one's case study analytically in a broad context of cultural and analytic linkages that are
presented.

If you have any questions or suggestions, please feel free to contact Frederick
Erickson at the Center for Urban Ethnography (215) 898-3273.
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